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ABSTRACT
Context. Ice mantles that formed on top of dust grains are photoprocessed by the secondary ultraviolet (UV) field in cold and dense
molecular clouds. UV photons induce photochemistry and desorption of ice molecules. Experimental simulations dedicated to ice
analogs under astrophysically relevant conditions are needed to understand these processes.
Aims. We present UV-irradiation experiments of a pure CO2 ice analog. Calibration of the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS)
allowed us to quantify the photodesorption of molecules to the gas phase. This information was added to the data provided by the
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) on the solid phase to obtain a complete quantitative study of the UV photoprocessing
of an ice analog.
Methods. Experimental simulations were performed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. Ice samples were deposited onto an infrared
transparent window at 8K and were subsequently irradiated with a microwave-discharged hydrogen flow lamp. After irradiation, ice
samples were warmed up until complete sublimation was attained.
Results. Photolysis of CO2 molecules initiates a network of photon-induced chemical reactions leading to the formation of CO, CO3,
O2, and O3. During irradiation, photon-induced desorption of CO and, to a lesser extent, O2 and CO2 took place through a process
called indirect desorption induced by electronic transitions (DIET), with maximum photodesorption yields (Ypd) of ∼1.2 x 10−2
molecules incident photon−1, ∼9.3 x 10−4 molecules incident photon−1, and ∼1.1 x 10−4 molecules incident photon−1, respectively.
Conclusions. Calibration of mass spectrometers allows a direct quantification of photodesorption yields instead of the indirect values
that were obtained from infrared spectra in most previous works. Supplementary information provided by infrared spectroscopy leads
to a complete quantification, and therefore a better understanding, of the processes taking place in UV-irradiated ice mantles.
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1. Introduction
In the cold and dense regions of the interstellar medium
(ISM), icy grain mantles are formed by accretion of gas-phase
molecules or formation of molecules on the surface of dust
grains. Water is the primary component of these ice mantles.
The following most abundant species are CO and CO2, with an
abundance of up to ∼ 50% relative to water (Mumma & Charn-
ley 2011, and references therein). Molecules in the ice mantles
can be energetically processed. In the coldest regions, thermal
processing is inhibited, and interaction with photons and cos-
mic rays plays the most important role. Photoprocessing of ices
in molecular clouds is possible thanks to the secondary ultra-
violet (UV) field that is generated by the interaction of cosmic
rays with H2 molecules that are present in the gas phase (Cecchi-
Pestellini & Aiello 1992; Shen et al. 2004). Ice mantles in cir-
cumstellar environments can be also irradiated by the central
stellar object. UV photons can induce photochemistry and des-
orption of ice molecules. Photochemistry is initiated by photoly-
sis of absorbing molecules and subsequent recombination of rad-
icals. UV-induced chemistry in ice mantles has been proposed
as a possible formation pathway for species of diverse complex-
ity (e.g., Agarwal et al. 1985; Allamandola et al. 1988; Briggs et
al. 1992; Bernstein et al. 1995; Gerakines et al. 2001; Moore et
al. 2001; Bernstein et al. 2002; Muñoz Caro et al. 2002; Muñoz
Caro & Schutte 2003; Gerakines et al. 2004; Muñoz Caro et al.
2004; Loeffler et al. 2005; Meierhenrich et al. 2005; Nuevo et al.
2006; Muñoz Caro & Dartois 2009; Öberg et al. 2009a; Herbst
& van Dishoeck 2009; Öberg et al. 2010; Arasa et al. 2013).
UV-photon-induced desorption is one of the proposed nonther-
mal desorption mechanisms, along with grain heating by cosmic
rays and exothermic surface reactions (chemical desorption), to
explain the presence of molecules in the gas phase at tempera-
tures well below their desorption temperature (e.g., Willacy &
Langer 2000; Bergin et al. 2001).
A series of experimental studies have been carried out in the
past decades to better understand the photoprocessing of cos-
mic ice mantles. These studies help understanding astronomical
observations of both the solid and gaseous phases of the ISM,
and their results are also incorporated into theoretical models
of dense clouds and star-forming regions. Despite being the
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simplest case, experimental simulations on UV photoprocess-
ing of pure ice analogs provide the most fundamental informa-
tion about the processes triggered by UV photons on ice man-
tles. They are a necessary step before attempting the simulation
of processes in ice mixtures made of various molecular compo-
nents. Gerakines et al. (1996) presented a study of UV irradi-
ation of nine pure ice analogs of astrophysical interest. Photo-
processing of pure CO ice has been widely studied, since it is
one of the most abundant species found in ice mantles. The in-
terface between the UV source and the chamber where the ice
sample is located is, usually, a MgF2 window with a cutoff at
∼114 nm (10.87 eV), that is, below the dissociation energy of
CO molecules (11.09 eV, Cruz-Díaz et al. 2014a; Chen et al.
2014). Therefore, in these experiments UV irradiation mainly
leads to photodesorption (see, e.g., Öberg et al. 2007; Muñoz
Caro et al. 2010; Fayolle et al. 2011; Bertin et al. 2012; Chen et
al. 2014). In the past years, photoprocessing of other pure ices
made of CO2, H2O, CH3OH, O2, or N2 has been studied (see,
e.g., Westley et al. 1995; Öberg et al. 2009a,b; Bahr & Baragi-
ola 2012; Fayolle et al. 2013; Yuan & Yates 2013; Fillion et al.
2014; Yuan & Yates 2014; Zhen & Linnartz 2014; Cruz-Díaz et
al. 2015).
Ultraviolet photons can induce desorption of ice molecules
through two different main mechanisms. Recent works suggest
that the so-called photodesorption mainly takes place through a
process called indirect desorption induced by electronic transi-
tions (DIET), where UV photons are first absorbed in the sub-
surface region of the ice, leading to electronic excitation of
molecules. Then, the electronic excitation energy is redistributed
to the neighboring molecules, providing sufficient energy to the
surface molecules to break intermolecular bonds and be ejected
into the gas phase (Rakhovskaia et al. 1995; Öberg et al. 2007;
Muñoz Caro et al. 2010; Fayolle et al. 2011, 2013; Bertin et
al. 2012, 2013; Fillion et al. 2014). Based on molecular dy-
namics simulations, van Hemert et al. (2015) proposed a direct
photodesorption mechanism in which the excited molecule itself
desorbs from the ice surface. This mechanism has not yet been
confirmed experimentally and may be negligible compared to
the indirect photodesorption described above, since the amount
of UV photons absorbed in the ice surface is lower than the one
absorbed in several subsurface monolayers. However, photodes-
orption is efficient when the dissociation energy of the absorb-
ing molecules is higher than the photons energy and when these
molecules present a high UV-absorption cross section. The other
main mechanism for UV-photon-induced desorption is the des-
orption of photoproducts with enough excess energy immedi-
ately after their formation in the surface of the ice. This mecha-
nism is introduced in this paper as photochemical desorption or
photochemidesorption, and it includes desorption of photofrag-
ments formed with enough kinetic energy and photoproducts
resulting from exothermic chemical recombination of radicals
(in the surface of the ice in both cases), previously reported in
Fayolle et al. (2013) and Fillion et al. (2014). Photochemides-
orption is intrinsically different from photodesorption. Certain
species do not photodesorb during pure ice irradiation experi-
ments, but photochemidesorption of these species is observed
after their formation during irradiation of ices containing parent
molecules. Evidence for photochemidesorption is presented in
Cruz-Díaz et al. (2015, submitted).
Andersson & van Dishoeck (2008) proposed a third photon-
induced desorption mechanism that is also based on molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. It is an indirect "kick out" photon-
induced desorption mechanism that takes place when an H atom,
released from photodissociation of a hydrogen-bearing molecule
in the ice, transfers enough momentum to a molecule in the sur-
face of the ice to induce its desorption. However, this mechanism
has not yet been confirmed experimentally.
Previous works failed in providing a complete quantitative
study of the relative contribution of photodestruction, photo-
production, and photon-induced desorption taking place in ir-
radiated ice analogs, since a quantification of the desorbing
molecules in the gas phase is necessary. These molecules are
often measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) in
addition to the quantification of the solid phase molecules, which
usually is performed by infrared spectroscopy. This is not strictly
required for the irradiation experiments of pure CO ice, since
photodesorption is the main effect (only ∼5% of the absorbed
UV photons lead to photoproducts, Muñoz Caro et al. 2010),
and can be thus quantified using infrared spectroscopy alone.
In this work, we have used the outcome of our Fourier trans-
form infrared (FTIR) spectrometer and the QMS in previous CO
irradiation experiments as a reference for the calibration of the
measured QMS ion current of other species. A similar approach
has recently been used by Fayolle et al. (2013); Fillion et al.
(2014); Zhen & Linnartz (2014) to quantify photon-induced des-
orption from UV-irradiated pure O2, N2, and CO2 ices, linking
the QMS signal of desorbed molecules to the data recorded by
reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy and quadrupole mass
spectrometry of previous pure CO ice irradiation experiments.
Using our calibrated QMS and a transmittance-FTIR spectrome-
ter, we have performed a complete quantitative study of the UV-
irradiation experiment of a pure CO2 ice analog. We describe
this in Sect. 2. The QMS calibration method for ice irradia-
tion experiments is explained in Appendix A. The experimental
results are presented in Sect. 3, while the astrophysical implica-
tions are discussed in Sect. 4. The conclusions are summarized
in Sect. 5.
2. Experimental setup
The UV-irradiation experiments presented in this work have
been performed using the InterStellar Astrochemistry Chamber
(ISAC) at the Centro de Astrobiología (Muñoz Caro et al. 2010).
The ISAC setup is an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with
a base pressure about 4 x 10−11 mbar, similar to that found in
dense cloud interiors. Ice samples were grown by deposition
of CO2 (gas, Praxair 99.996%), introduced in the chamber at a
pressure of 1 x 10−6 mbar during 30 s onto a KBr window at 8 K,
achieved by means of a closed-cycle helium cryostat. This led
to an ice thickness of ∼ 200 x 1015 CO2 molecules cm−2. Addi-
tional experiments with 13CO2 (gas, Cambridge Isotope Labora-
tories 99.0%) introduced into the chamber at a pressure of 8.6 x
10−6 mbar during 1 - 2 min (leading to an ice thickness of ∼ 180
- 320 x 1015 CO2 molecules cm−2) were performed to rule out
contamination effects.
Deposited ice analogs were subsequently UV irradiated
using an F-type microwave-discharged hydrogen flow lamp
(MDHL), from Opthos Instruments, with a MgF2 window used
as interface between the lamp and the chamber. This source has
a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) flux of ≈ 2 × 1014 photons cm−2 s−1
at the sample position (measured by CO2 → CO actinometry,
Muñoz Caro et al. 2010). The spot size of the region irradiated
by the lamp coincides with the size of the window substrate.
Characterization of the MDHL spectrum has been studied by
Chen et al. (2010, 2014), and it is similar to the calculated sec-
ondary UV field by Gredel et al. (1989). More information can
be found in Cruz-Díaz et al. (2014a), where a description of the
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Table 1. IR feature used to calculate the column density of each com-
ponent (frequencies and band strengths for pure ices at 8 K).
Molecule Frequency Band strength
(cm−1) (cm molec−1)
CO2 2344 7.6×10−17 a
13CO2 2283 7.8×10−17 b
CO 2141 1.1×10−17 c
13CO 2092 1.3×10−17 b
CO3 2044 1.5×10−17 d
O3 1042 1.4×10−17 e
a From Yamada & Person (1964)
b From Gerakines et al. (1995)
c From Jiang et al. (1975)
d This work
e From Smith et al. (1985)
VUV spectrophotometer used in our setup to monitor the VUV
flux of the hydrogen lamp during ice irradiation is provided.
After irradiation, ice samples were warmed up to room tem-
perature with a heating rate of 1 K min−1 using a LakeShore
Model 331 temperature controller until complete sublimation
was attained, simulating thermal processing of the ice in warm
circumstellar regions. A silicon diode temperature sensor was
used to measure the sample temperature at any time, reaching a
sensitivity of about 0.1 K.
The evolution of the ice after successive irradiations and dur-
ing the warm-up was monitored by in situ FTIR transmittance
spectroscopy, using a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer equipped
with a deuterated triglycine sulfate detector (DTGS). The IR
spectra were collected after ice deposition at 8 K, after every
period of UV irradiation, or every five minutes during warm-up,
with a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1. Column densities of each
species in the ice were calculated from the IR spectra using the
formula
N =
1
A
�
band
τν dν, (1)
where N is the column density of the species in molecules
cm−2, τν the optical depth of the absorption band, and A the band
strength in cm molecule−1, as derived from laboratory experi-
ments (Table 1). The band strength of the 2044 cm−1 IR feature
corresponding to CO3 was calculated in this work, assuming that
all remaining C atoms not locked in CO2 or CO molecules after
the first five minutes of irradiation were forming CO3, since no
other carbon-bearing photoproducts were detected during the ex-
periments. The other band strengths in Table 1 were measured
for pure ices made of one molecular component. The same val-
ues are usually adopted in ice mixtures, which introduce an un-
certainty of about 20-30% (d’Hendecourt & Allamandola 1986).
Molecules desorbing to the gas phase during irradiation
or during the warm-up were detected using a Pfeiffer Prisma
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) of mass spectral range
from 1 to 200 amu equiped with a Channeltron detector. The
QMS ionizes gas-phase molecules with ∼ 70 eV electron bom-
bardment. All the species were monitored through its main mass
fragment: m/z=44 (CO2), m/z=45 (13CO2), m/z=28 (CO, with
a small contribution of CO2 fragmentation into CO+ of, approx-
Fig. 1. Evolution of two IR bands of CO2 during UV irradiation of a
pure CO2 ice analog. Left: C=O stretching mode at 2344 cm−1. Right:
degenerate bending modes at ∼658 cm−1
imately, 10% of the m/z=44 signal), m/z=29 (13CO), m/z=60
(CO3), m/z=61 (13CO3), m/z=32 (O2), and m/z=48 (O3).
To convert the signal measured by the QMS into a col-
umn density of desorbed molecules during irradiation, we per-
formed additional experiments with the same setup to calibrate
our QMS. These experiments are described in Appendix A.
3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1. IR spectra of CO2 ice during irradiation
As explained in Sect. 2, the solid sample was monitored by IR
spectroscopy during the irradiation of the pure CO2 ice. The
C=O stretching band of CO2 at 2344 cm−1 is the dominant IR
feature, although its intensity decreases during UV irradiation
of the ice (see left panel of Fig. 1) along with the bands cor-
responding to combination modes at 3708 cm−1 and 3600 cm−1
(not shown) and the bending mode at ∼658 cm−1 (right panel of
Fig. 1).
At the same time, three features appear due to the formation
of new species upon photochemistry induced by the UV pho-
tons. The C=O stretching band of CO at 2141 cm−1 rapidly
increases after irradiation is initiated, as was reported by Ger-
akines et al. (1996), reaching its maximum intensity after 60
minutes of irradiation (Fig. 2). A similar behavior is found for
the band peaking at 1042 cm−1, which corresponds to O3 (Fig.
3). The band peaking at 2044 cm−1 is assigned to CO3 (Fig. 2;
Gerakines et al. 1996; Öberg et al. 2009b). Unlike CO and O3,
this species reaches its maximum abundance during the first five
minutes of irradiation, which correspond to a fluence of 6 x 1016
photons/cm2, similar to the value found by Öberg et al. (2009b),
and then it decreases gradually as the fluence increases. The
presence of these photoproducts in the ice leads to the loss of the
double-peak structure of the degenerate bending modes of CO2
(see right panel of Fig. 1), as has previously been reported for
carbon dioxide in multicomponent ice analogs (Sandford & Al-
lamandola 1990; Martín-Doménech et al. 2014). Similarly, the
shoulder of the C=O stretching band of CO2 peaking at ∼2328
cm−1 corresponding to pure and amorphous CO2 ice gradually
decreases during irradiation (Escribano et al. 2013).
3.2. Photon-induced desorption during irradiation
The desorbing molecules were detected in the gas phase by the
QMS during irradiation. Figure 4 shows the signal of the main
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the IR bands corresponding to the photoproducts
CO and CO3 during UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice analog.
Fig. 3. Evolution of the IR feature corresponding to the O3 photoprod-
uct during UV irradiation of pure CO2 ice.
mass fragments of all the species mentioned in Sect. 3.1, includ-
ing m/z = 32, which corresponds to O2. This molecule was not
detected in the IR spectra since it is infrared inactive due to the
lack of an electric dipole moment. The integrated QMS ion cur-
rents have been converted into the column density values shown
in Table 3 and Fig. 8 using Eq. A.2, the values in Table 2, and
the kCO value found in Sect. A.1.
As reported by Bahr & Baragiola (2012); Fillion et al.
(2014), the CO product displays the highest desorption in CO2
Fig. 4. Photodesorption of CO, O2, and CO2 during UV irradiation
of pure CO2 ice. The m/z = 44 signal corresponding to CO2 molecules
is affected by contamination (see text). Ion current in the y-axis corre-
sponds, approximately, to the partial pressure (mbar) in the main cham-
ber. Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.
ice irradiation experiments. The photon-induced desorption of
O2 leads to a signal increase over the background level that is
about four to five times lower than that of the CO in every ir-
radiation period, which is only slightly lower than the relative
increase of the O2 signal observed by Bahr & Baragiola (2012).
The increase of the m/z = 44 signal during irradiation is affected
by contamination, since a similar rise is detected even when no
sample is irradiated in the main chamber (see Fig. 5). This is
not the case for O2, which is not detected in Fig. 5. Contamina-
tion problems are also reported in Loeffler et al. (2005), with a
higher impact since in that work a high vacuum chamber is used
instead of a UHV chamber. Irradiation of a 13CO2 ice allowed us
to rule out the contamination signal and detect the carbon diox-
ide desorbing from the ice. Figure 6 shows that the amount of
13CO2 molecules desorbing during irradiation is even lower than
the one corresponding to O2 (see Sect. 3.4). Therefore, photon-
induced desorption of CO2 is negligible, as reported in Bahr &
Baragiola (2012), in contrast to what was previously claimed in
Öberg et al. (2009b). No desorption of CO3 and O3 was detected
during irradiation. Photon-induced desorption of these species
was not observed in previous works irradiating pure ices (e.g.,
Bahr & Baragiola 2012; Zhen & Linnartz 2014).
The QMS ion current measured during the various CO2 ice
irradiation intervals due to the photon-induced desorption of CO
and O2 in Fig. 4 increases progressively with the fluence up to
a constant value after approximately 60 minutes of irradiation,
which coincides with the irradiation time in which the maxi-
mum abundance of CO in the ice is reached. This means that
the molecules of both species that formed and accumulated in
the bulk of the ice are taking part in the desorption process as the
top ice layers are gradually removed by the UV photons. Photon-
induced desorption is thus taking place through the DIET mech-
anism, and photochemidesorption, if taking place, has a neg-
ligible effect. If photon-induced desorption were taking place
through the photochemical mechanism alone, only molecules
newly formed in the surface of the ice would be desorbing. The
number of desorbing molecules would then be either constant or,
alternatively, it would decrease with continuing irradiation, since
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Table 2. Values used in Eq. A.2 to convert integrated QMS signals to column densities of desorbed molecules.
Factor 13CO2 CO O2
σ+(mol) (Å2)a 3.521b 2.516 2.441
IF(z) 1c 1c 1c
FF(m)d 0.794b 0.949 0.898
k∗QMS · S (m/z) (A mbar−1 Å−2)e 4.62 x 1014 1.03 x 1015 8.41 x 1014
a Extracted from the online database of the National Institute of Standard and Technologies (NIST)
b We have used the value corresponding to 12CO2 as an approximation. This introduces an uncertainty of about 2% in the case
of the fragmentation factor, according to previous measurements.
c A value of 1 has been taken, assuming that no double ionization of the molecules takes place
d Extracted from the mass spectra library of the QMS software
e This work (see Sect. A.2)
Fig. 5. Signals detected by the QMS during irradiation in the main
chamber of ISAC without an ice sample. The ion current in the y-axis
corresponds, approximately, to the partial pressure (mbar) in the main
chamber. Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.
there would be fewer CO2 molecules available in the ice surface
to lead to photoproducts (see Cruz-Díaz et al. 2015, submit-
ted). Moreover, as explained in Sect. 1, photon-induced des-
orption of both species has already been observed in pure CO
and O2 ice irradiation experiments, respectively. In the case of
CO, photochemidesorption does not apply, and photon-induced
desorption takes place through the DIET mechanism. Fillion et
al. (2014, and references therein) have reported that the contri-
bution of photochemical desorption relative to photodesorption
is about ∼10%. On the other hand, photodesorption of CO2 was
expected to increase with the abundance of CO in the ice accord-
ing to the experiments performed by Fillion et al. (2014) with a
monochromatic UV source. However, evolution of the m/z = 44
and m/z = 45 signals in Figs. 4 and 6 shows that the increase is
not significant in our experiments.
3.3. Temperature-programmed desorption of the irradiated
CO2 ice
After photoprocessing, the ice sample was warmed up with a
heating rate of 1 K/min, leading to thermal desorption of all the
Fig. 6. Photodesorption of 13CO, O2 and 13CO2 during UV irradiation
of pure 13CO2 ice. The ion current in the y-axis corresponds, approx-
imately, to the partial pressure (mbar) in the main chamber. Note that
the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.
observed species. Figure 7 shows the temperature-programmed
desorption curves of CO2 and the four photoproducts detected
during irradiation.
CO and O2 present desorption peaks at 36 K and 30 K, re-
spectively. While the desorption peak temperature of O2 is sim-
ilar to that of a pure O2 ice (Acharyya et al. 2007), CO is des-
orbing at a slightly higher temperature than for pure ice (Muñoz
Caro et al. 2010; Martín-Doménech et al. 2014). Both species
show a broad peak at ∼50 K, which was also detected in Bahr &
Baragiola (2012). O3 presents a desorption peak at ∼67 K, which
is a temperature value similar to that reported in Bahr & Bara-
giola (2012). Finally, entrapped molecules of the three species
co-desorb with CO2 at 87 K, which corresponds to the desorption
peak temperature of a pure CO2 ice (see, e.g., Martín-Doménech
et al. 2014). Thermal desorption of CO3 is not detected during
warm up, probably because of its low abundance at the end of
the experiment (see Table 3, leading to a QMS signal below our
sensitivity limit, as was the case in Bahr & Baragiola (2012). An
additional problem may be the fragmentation pattern of the CO3
ionized molecules, which could not be found in the literature. If
m/z=44 (shared with CO2) were the main mass fragment instead
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Fig. 7. Temperature-programmed desorption curves of CO2 and its
photoproducts after UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice. The ion current
in the y-axis corresponds, approximately, to the partial pressure (mbar)
in the main chamber. Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.
Fig. 8. Evolution of the ice and gas column densities of CO2 and its
photoproducts during UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice analog. O2 (ice)
column density is an estimated upper limit assuming that all remaining
O atoms are locked in O2 molecules.
of m/z=60 (which is plausible since it is an unstable molecule),
detection of CO3 would be more difficult.
3.4. Photoprocessing of pure CO2 ice: reaction scheme and
photodesorption yields
3.4.1. Evolution of the species
Table 3 and Fig. 8 show the evolution of all the species involved
in the photoprocessing of a pure CO2 ice analog in both the solid
and gaseous phases. Since photon-induced desorption of CO2 is
negligible (see Sect. 3.2), we have assumed that Ngas(CO2) = 0.
After the first five minutes of irradiation (corresponding to a
fluence of 6 x 1016 photons/cm2), the total number of C and O
atoms relative to the initial values in the deposited ice does not
Table 4. Initial destruction or formation cross sections of the species
during UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice analog.
Species σdes/ f orm (cm2)a
CO2 9.5 × 10−18
CO 5.71 × 10−18
CO3 3.1 × 10−18
O2 1.1 × 10−18 b
O3 1.0 × 10−17
a Uncertainties of 20-30% are expected due to the uncer-
tainty in the measurement of the column densities in the ice.
b Upper limit (see text)
remain constant, with a discrepancy up to 25% once the irradi-
ation is completed in the case of C. This is probably because of
the uncertainties in the quantification of the column densities in
the ice (see Sect. 2), which can be of about 20-30%. In a follow-
up paper, the presence of C and O atoms in the ice or in the gas
phase after desorption (not quantified here) is studied in more
depth, giving an alternative explanation to this issue (Chen et al.
2015). A fraction of O atoms is locked in the ice in the form
of O2 molecules, which cannot be detected by IR spectroscopy.
We have estimated an upper limit to the column density of O2 in
the ice assuming that all remaining O atoms are contained in O2
molecules.
An initial destruction or formation cross section σdes/ f orm
is calculated independently for every species in Table 3, fitting
their column densities before equilibrium is reached to an equa-
tion of the form
N = N∞[1 +
N0 − N∞
N∞
e−σdesFluence], (2)
or, alternatively,
N = Nmax[1 − e−σ f ormFluence] (3)
for the species that are either destroyed or formed during
photoprocessing of the CO2 ice, respectively. These equations
are adapted from Loeffler et al. (2005). While N0 and Nmax are
fixed by the experimental data, N∞ was a free parameter of the
fit. Since CO3 is readily formed during the first irradiation pe-
riod and is then subsequently destroyed, Eq. 2 was used in that
case. Calculated cross sections are shown in Table 4. These val-
ues should be regarded as apparent initial cross sections for the
destruction or formation of every species. The values estimated
for CO2 and CO are more than one order of magnitude higher
than those reported in Gerakines et al. (1996) for the same ex-
periment, but the ratio between the two is similar. This is proba-
bly due to an overestimation of their photon flux, as suggested in
Loeffler et al. (2005). At the same time, the value found for
the destruction cross section of CO2 is on the same order as
the one reported in Loeffler et al. (2005) for the destruction of
this molecule in a pure CO ice irradiation experiment, calculated
with a more complex model that includes the simultaneous fit of
the CO and CO2 column densities at high fluences. A deeper
study of the reaction rates would require the assigment of a ki-
netic constant ki to every reaction in Sect. 3.4.2 and the simul-
taneous fit of the column densities of the five species, which is
beyond the scope of this work.
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Table 3. Evolution of the ice and gas column densities of CO2 and its photoproducts during UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice analog.
Fluence Nice(CO2)a Nice(CO) Ngas(CO) Ntotal(CO) Nice(CO3) Nice(O2)b Ngas(O2) Nice(O3)
(photons cm−2) (1015 molecules cm−2)
0.00 200.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.0 x 1016 159.7 27.9 0.2 28.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 5.8
3.6 x 1017 110.3 62.0 2.6 64.6 7.4 28.9 0.2 11.6
7.2 x 1017 99.0 67.6 6.62 74.2 5.3 37.5 0.5 12.3
1.4 x 1018 87.9 58.9 15.7 74.7 3.7 53.8 1.3 10.7
2.9 x 1018 67.7 47.1 32.3 79.4 2.8 75.6 2.5 7.8
a We have assume that Ngas(CO2) = 0 as a first approximation (see text).
b Estimated upper limit (see text)
3.4.2. Reaction scheme
Ultraviolet photons dissociate CO2 molecules through the reac-
tion
CO2 + hν→ CO + O. (4)
Carbon monoxide is thus the primary product of photopro-
cessing of pure CO2 ice. Its final total abundance after a UV
fluence of 2.9 x 1018 photons/cm2 is ∼40% of the initial CO2
column density. This value is four times higher than the one
reported in Öberg et al. (2009b) for the photoprocessing of a
thinner CO2 ice and a fluence about four times lower, and it is
slightly higher than that found in Gerakines et al. (1996) with a
similar fluence but a higher initial column density. In our case,
with an initial CO2 column density of 200.3 ML, 12.6% of the
incident photons are absorbed in the ice (for an average VUV-
absorption cross section of 0.67 x 10−18 cm−2, Cruz-Díaz et al.
2014b), leading to ∼0.000125 absorbed photons molecule−1 s−1.
O atoms formed by the reaction in Eq. 4 can easily react with
nearby CO2 molecules to produce CO3 as a secondary product,
O +CO2 → CO3. (5)
However, these molecules can be photodissociated, thus re-
forming CO2 and O atoms:
CO3 + hν→ CO2 + O. (6)
As the fluence increases, photodissociation dominates for-
mation, and the CO3 abundance drops to ∼1% of the initial CO2.
This value is lower than the one in Gerakines et al. (1996), but
agrees well with the low abundances in more recent works per-
formed in UHV conditions (Öberg et al. 2009b; Bahr & Baragi-
ola 2012).
Alternatively, O atoms can react with the photodissociation
products of other CO2 molecules,
O +CO +CO2 → 2CO2 (7)
(Bahr & Baragiola 2012)
O + O→ O2. (8)
As irradiation proceeds, reactions 6 and 7 compete with re-
action 4, decreasing the net CO2 photodissociation rate to ∼10
ML/hr.
In an analogous way, reaction 7 competes with CO forma-
tion in reaction 4. Equilibrium is reached after a UV fluence
of 7.2 x 1017 photons/cm2, at this stage the total number of CO
molecules remains almost constant. However, after equilibrium
is reached, the column density of CO in the ice decreases due
to the contribution of photodesorption, which proceeds at a con-
stant rate of ∼8 ML/hr. Finally, ∼40% of the produced CO has
photodesorbed to the gas phase.
The O2 molecules formed in the ice by reaction 8 can either
photodissociate,
O2 + hν→ O + O (9)
(Edis = 5.1eV for gas phase molecules, Okabe 1978), or further
react with free O atoms to form O3,
O + O2 → O3. (10)
Ozone molecules can be destroyed by the photodissociation
reaction,
O3 + hν→ O2 + O, (11)
leading to a drop in its column density after about one hour
of irradiation. Its final abundance is ∼4% of the initial CO2 col-
umn density, which is slightly lower than the value reported in
Gerakines et al. (1996).
3.4.3. Photodesorption yields
Photodesorption yields (Ypd) of CO and O2 reach constant val-
ues after ∼ 60 minutes of irradiation (see Table 5), with Ypd (CO)
∼1.2 x 10−2 molecules incident photon−1, and Ypd (O2) ∼9.3 x
10−4 molecules incident photon−1. The value found in this work
for Ypd(CO), measured directly from the quantification of the CO
molecules detected by the QMS is about ten times higher than
the one reported in Öberg et al. (2009b) for the sum of all the
photodesorption products, which was measured indirectly from
the loss of ice molecules using reflection absorption infrared
spectroscopy (RAIRS). This photodesorption yield is about five
times lower than the one reported in Muñoz Caro et al. (2010);
Chen et al. (2014) for pure CO ice irradiation experiments. The
photodesorption yield of O2 in this work is ∼50% higher than
the one reported in Zhen & Linnartz (2014) for VUV irradiation
of a pure O2 ice with broad Lyα light. Photodesorption yield of
CO2 has only been measured for the 13CO2 ice irradiation ex-
periments and remains constant with fluence. We have found a
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Table 5. Evolution of the CO and O2 photodesorption yields during UV irradiation of a pure CO2 ice analog.
Irradiation time Fluence Ypd (CO)a Ypd (O2)a
(min) (photons cm−2) 10−2 ( moleculesincident photon ) 10
−4 ( moleculesincident photon )
5 6.0 x 1016 0.3 1.7
30 3.6 x 1017 0.8 6.7
60 7.2 x 1017 1.1 9.2
120 1.4 x 1018 1.3 10.0
240 2.9 x 1018 1.2 8.9
a Averaged for each irradiation period. We assume uncertainties of about 30-40%, mostly due to the uncertainty in the ionization
cross sections (15% according to Majeed & Strickland 1997) and in the measurement of the UV flux.
value of Ypd (13CO2) ∼1.1 x 10−4 molecules incident photon−1,
on the same order of magnitude as the photodesorption yields
reported in Fillion et al. (2014) for monochromatic UV irradia-
tion with similar photon energy. Photodesorption yield of 13CO
is virtually the same as in the case of 12CO, and we expect a
similar behavior for carbon dioxide.
4. Astrophysical implications
As mentioned in Sect. 1, CO2 is, along with CO, one of the
most abundant species found in the water-rich ice mantles cov-
ering dust grains. Solid CO2 is consistently detected in a va-
riety of environments. Its average abundance relative to water
is ∼18% in quiescent molecular clouds where ice mantles are
formed (Whittet et al. 2007), and ∼17% in high-mass protostel-
lar envelopes (Gerakines et al. 1999). However, this abundance
is much higher in circumstellar ices around low-mass protostars
(32%, Pontoppidan et al. 2008), suggesting that there is a new
formation route to CO2 that is activated in these regions. For-
mation of solid CO2 is not fully understood yet, but a gas-phase
pathway is ruled out since models predict CO2 abundances much
lower than observed (Bergin et al. 1995). The two most likely
formation pathways are UV photoprocessing of H2O:CO ices
(d’Hendecourt et al. 1986) and cosmic-ray irradiation of pure
CO ices (e.g., Jamieson et al. 2006). Approximately two thirds
of the observed solid CO2 is found in a water-rich environment,
while one third is detected in a CO environment. Pure and crys-
talline CO2 ice, such as the one used in our experimental simula-
tions (Escribano et al. 2013), is also observed. It may be formed
by segregation from the water-rich environment or through evap-
oration of the CO from the CO:CO2 component (Pontoppidan et
al. 2008). CO2 ice in space can be energetically processed. In
particular, UV photoprocessing in dense cloud interiors is pos-
sible thanks to the secondary UV field mentioned in Sect. 1.
Assuming a flux value of 104 photons cm−2 s−1, ice mantles ex-
perience a fluence of 3.2 x 1017 photons cm−2 in the expected
lifetime of a molecular cloud (Shen et al. 2004). This fluence is
similar to that experienced for the pure CO2 ice after 30 minutes
of irradiation in our experiments.
During our experimental simulations, the estimated photon-
induced desorption rate of CO2 was ∼1.1 x 10−4 molecules per
incident VUV photon, which only accounts for the desorption of
3.5 x 1013 molecules cm−2 during the cloud lifetime. This agrees
well with observations, since CO2 is completely frozen, except
in very hot or shocked regions (Bergin et al. 1995; Boonman et
al. 2003; Nomura & Millar 2004; Lahuis et al. 2007).
Only 4% of the CO formed from photolysis of CO2
molecules photodesorbed after a fluence of 3.6 x 1017 photons
cm−2, although this value increased as irradiation took place in
our experiments, up to 75% for a total fluence of 2.88 x 1018
photons cm−2. Therefore, we do not expect that CO formed
from CO2 represents a significant contribution to the gas-phase
CO observed in molecular clouds. Instead, photodesorption of
pure CO ice has been found to be more efficient by a factor of 5
(Muñoz Caro et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2014).
The column density of CO3 after 30 minutes of irradiation
represented only 3.6% of the initial CO2. Moreover, we did not
observe photon-induced or thermal desorption of this species
during our experiments. The abundance of CO3 in the ISM is
thus expected to be very low; this species was indeed never ob-
served. Finally, photodesorption of O2 was very low in our ex-
perimental simulations, a rate of 9.3 x 10−4 molecules per inci-
dent photon was estimated, while photon-induced desorption of
O3 was not observed at all. Therefore, these two species would
be more likely observed in warm regions where they can be ther-
mally desorbed from the ice mantles. Molecular oxygen has re-
cently been detected in a warm region of the Orion molecular
cloud using Herschel observations (Goldsmith et al. 2011).
5. Conclusions
We have revisited the UV photoprocessing of a pure CO2 ice
analog. IR spectroscopy in transmittance allowed us to monitor
the solid sample during irradiation. Three photoproducts were
detected: CO, CO3, and O3, with final column densities of ap-
proximately 40%, 1%, and 4% relative to the initial CO2 after
a total UV fluence of 2.88 x 1018 photons cm−2. If we limit
UV irradiation to a fluence similar to that experienced by the ice
mantles in dense cloud interiors (∼3 x 1017 photons cm−2 for a
flux of 2 x 1014 photons cm−2 s−1 after a cloud lifetime of 106
yr, Shen et al. 2004, and references therein), the final column
density of CO is slightly lower (32%), while those of CO3 and
O3 are higher (4% and 6%, respectively). A fourth photoprod-
uct, the homonuclear O2 with no permanent dipole moment, is
IR inactive and could not be detected by the FTIR spectrometer.
We have estimated an upper limit to its ice abundance of 38%
relative to the initial CO2 for a fluence of 2.88 x 1018 photons
cm−2, or 14% after a fluence similar to the above astrophysical
scenario. A chemical network leading to these four photoprod-
ucts was presented in Sect. 3.4. We used a calibration method
for quadrupole mass spectrometers that allowed us to quantify
the photodesorbing molecules detected directly in the gas phase
during ice irradiation, leading to an estimation of the fraction of
photoproducts in the ice that were photodesorbed. Photodesorp-
tion of CO and, to a lesser extent, O2 and CO2 was observed
in the CO2 ice irradiation experiment, with photodesorption
yields of Ypd (CO) ∼1.2 x 10−2 molecules incident photon−1, Ypd
(O2) ∼9.3 x 10−4 molecules incident photon−1, and ∼1.1 x 10−4
molecules incident photon−1, respectively. Photon-induced des-
orption took place mainly through the DIET mechanism, since
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the QMS signal produced by CO and O2 desorbed molecules
gradually increases until the maximum column density of CO is
reached as a result of the participation of accumulated molecules
in the bulk of the ice. These findings have important implications
for the release of ice molecules into the gas phase in cold re-
gions where thermal desorption is inhibited. Certain molecules,
like CO2 in this paper, are efficiently photodissociated and their
photodesorption is negligible, while photon-induced desorption
of their photoproducts is observed, driven either by the DIET
mechanism (as in this work) or by photochemidesorption (see
Cruz-Díaz et al. 2015, submitted). The photodesorption yields
found in this work are not high enough to represent a significant
contribution to the presence of these species in the gas phase
of quiescent molecular clouds, since only 4% of the formed CO,
and a negligible amount of CO2 and O2 have photodesorbed after
a UV fluence similar to the one that ice mantles experience dur-
ing the mean lifetime of these regions. Therefore, the observed
gaseous CO in molecular clouds may come from a different ori-
gin than CO2 photolysis, while gaseous CO2, O2 , and O3 are
more likely present in warm regions of circumstellar environ-
ments where these species can be thermally desorbed. Finally,
based on our experimental evidence, CO3 production may be too
low to be observed in the gas phase.
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Appendix A: Calibration of QMS
The integrated ion current measured by a QMS corresponding
to a mass fragment m/z of the molecules of a given species des-
orbed during ice irradiation experiments is proportional to the
total number of molecules desorbed, and it can be calculated as
follows:
A(m/z) = kQMS ·σ+(mol) ·N(mol) · IF(z) · FF(m) · S (m/z), (A.1)
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where A(m/z) is the integrated area below the QMS signal
of a given mass fragment m/z during photon-induced desorp-
tion, kQMS is the proportionality constant, σ+(mol) the ioniza-
tion cross section for the first ionization of the species of in-
terest and the incident electron energy of the mass spectrome-
ter, N(mol) the total number of desorbed molecules in column
density units, IF(z) the ionization factor, that is, the fraction of
ionized molecules with charge z, FF(m) the fragmentation fac-
tor, that is, the fraction of molecules of the isotopolog of interest
leading to a fragment of mass m in the mass spectrometer, and
S (m/z) the sensitivity of the QMS to the mass fragment (m/z)
(see Tanarro et al. 2007, and references therein).
The measured ion current depends on the ionization cross
section of the species (σ+(mol)), since only ionized molecules
produce a signal in the QMS. The product IF(z) · FF(m) repre-
sents the fraction of desorbed molecules that leads to the moni-
tored mass fragment m/z once they are ionized in the QMS. The
sensitivity S (m/z) must be calibrated for every mass spectrome-
ter. On the other hand, kQMS depends not only on the mass spec-
trometer, but on the configuration of the experimental setup, and,
in particular, on the fraction of desorbed molecules that reach the
QMS. This fraction in turn depends on the pumping speed for
the different molecules. A brief study of the pumping speed of
the setup described in Sect. 2 is presented in Muñoz Caro et al.
(2010). In the following discussion we have assumed as a first
approximation that this speed is the same for all the molecules,
so that kQMS does not depend on the species. The same assump-
tion has been used in previous works (see Fayolle et al. 2013;
Fillion et al. 2014, and references therein). Both kQMS and, to
a lesser extent, S (m/z) are subject to variations in the behavior
of the QMS with time. Calibration of these two factors for our
QMS is described below.
Appendix A.1: Calibration of proportionality constant kQMS
As we explained in Sect. 1, CO ice irradiation experiments under
UHV conditions can be used as a reference to calibrate the QMS
signal. Equation A.1 can be rewritten as follows:
A(m/z) = kCO · σ
+(mol)
σ+(CO)
· N(mol) · IF(z)
IF(CO+)
· FF(m)
FF(28)
· S (m/z)
S (28)
,
(A.2)
where kCO is
kCO =
A(28)
N(CO)
= kQMS ·σ+(CO) · IF(CO+) ·FF(28) ·S (28). (A.3)
Therefore, the problem of calibrating kQMS can be replaced
by the problem of calculating kCO. To derive kCO for our ex-
perimental setup, we performed UV-irradiation experiments of a
pure CO ice made by deposition of CO (gas, Praxair 99.998%),
using the protocol described in Sect. 2. Since in the case of
solid CO photon-induced chemistry accounts for only ∼5% of
the absorbed photons (Muñoz Caro et al. 2010), the area below
the m/z=28 signal detected with the QMS (A(28) in Eq. A.3;
left panel of Fig. A.1) practically corresponds to the loss of CO
molecules in the ice (N(CO) in Eq. A.3), measured with the
FTIR spectrometer (middle panel of Fig. A.1). The relation be-
tween A(28) and N(CO) (right panel of Fig. A.1) gives kCO =
1.32 x 10−10 A min ML−1, with 1 ML defined as 1015 molecules
cm−2. This value is good for our setup by the time the experi-
ments were performed.
Table A.1.Values used in Eq. A.5 to derive the relation between k∗QMS ·S
and m/z.
Factor He Ne Ar
σ+(mol) (Å2)a 0.296 0.475 2.520
IF(z)a 1 1 0.948
IsF(m)b 1.000 0.905 0.996
a From Rejoub et al. (2002)
b From de Laeter et al. (2003)
Appendix A.2: Calibration of the QMS sensitivity S (m/z)
The experimental protocol used to obtain S (m/z) was slightly
different from the one described in Sects. 2 and A.1. The QMS
ion current (I(m/z)), corresponding to a mass fragment m/z of
the molecules of a given species present in the chamber at a given
time, is proportional to the pressure measured for that species
(Pmol), and can be calculated with an equation similar to Eq. A.1,
but with a different constant of proportionality:
I(m/z) = k∗QMS ·σ+(mol) ·P(mol) · IsF(m) · IF(z) ·FF(m) ·S (m/z).
(A.4)
In this case, the Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge (model Ion-
iVac IM540) used as manometer in ISAC does not discriminate
between different isotopologs of the same species, and P(mol)
(once corrected for the gas correction factors provided by the
gauge manufacturer) account for all of them. Therefore, an iso-
topic factor (IsF(m)) must be introduced to take into account
only the isotopolog of mass m that is being measured by the
QMS.
Since Eq. A.2 uses the relative sensitivity of the QMS be-
tween any mass fragment and the mass fragment m/z=28, it is
not necessary to obtain the absolute sensitivity of the mass spec-
trometer. Instead we worked with
k∗QMS ·S (m/z) =
I(m/z)
σ+(mol) · P(mol) · IsF(m) · IF(z) · FF(m) (A.5)
for every mass fragment, since the ratio S (m/z)/S (28) is the
same as the ratio k∗QMS · S (m/z)/k∗QMS · S (28).
To derive a relation between k∗QMS · S and m/z that could
be used for mass fragments of any species, we introduced three
nobel gases into the ISAC chamber: He (gas, Air Liquide
99.999%), Ne (gas, Air Liquide 99.995%), and Ar (gas, Praxair
99.997%) at different pressures. For every gas, the ratio between
the QMS signal (I(m/z)) and the pressure of the gas (P(mol))
was corrected for the factors in Eq. A.5 (Table A.1, except for
the fragmentation factor, since noble gas atoms do not produce
any fragments in the mass spectrometer), leading to a value of
k∗QMS · S (m/z) for three different m/z values (m/z=4 for He,
m/z=20 for Ne, and m/z=40 for Ar). These values are plotted
in Fig. A.2. An exponential fit leads to a sensitivity curve
k∗QMS · S (m/z) = 4.16 × 1015 · e−(m/z)/20.02 (A.6)
in A mbar−1 Å−2
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Fig. A.1. Left:Evolution of the m/z = 28 QMS signal corresponding to the photodesorption of CO during UV irradiation of a pure CO ice. The
ion current in the y-axis corresponds, approximately, to the partial pressure (mbar) in the main chamber. Dotted lines represent the baselines used
to calculate A(28) in every irradiation period. Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale. Middle: Evolution of the C=O stretching mode of CO
at 2139 cm−1 during UV irradiation of pure CO ice. Differences in the column densities after every period of irradiation correspond to N(CO) in
Eq. A.3. Right: Relation between A(28) and N(CO). The solid line is a linear fit.
Fig. A.2. Relation between k∗QMS · S (m/z) and m/z. The solid line is
an exponential fit.
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